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Introduction: After meeting Vaughan at Gatwick Airport, our small party arrived at Yundum Airport (near
Banjul, the capital of The Gambia) late on the evening of the 31st October and then settled in to our main
hotel (Kombo Beach). A number of potential participants on the tour had cancelled at various stages,
presumably due to the scares around Ebola, although this turned out to be completely unnecessary – the
country has been (and remains) Ebola free.
The reduced numbers made for a more “personalised” tour, making it easier for all of us to see the birds
identified, although reducing the number of eyes available for scanning and spotting.
Day1 (1st November): Kotu Creek and Wadna Beach
After meeting Fatou, our local guide, we set off for a local walk to see some of the more common Gambian
species. Like any first day in a new country (and continent in my case) the new birds came along thick and
fast. Before breakfast there were Yellow-billed Kites, Hooded Vultures, Pied Crows and Speckled
Pigeons all close overhead in the hotel grounds. Many of the species like Little Swift, Senegal Coucal,
Pied Kingfisher and the ubiquitous Village Weavers were seen on nearly every day, but were still special
for that first time.
Walking across the nearby Kotu Bridge, there were both Red-chested and Wire-tailed Swallows flying
around and on the road verge was a mixed flock of Red-billed Firefinch, Red-cheeked Cordon-bleus
and a couple of Grey-headed Sparrows. A couple of Blackcap Babblers skulked under a nearby bush
and Long-tailed Glossy-Starlings noisily crossed the road.
On the nearby wet rice paddies were a good selection of herons and egrets, whilst a Double-spurred
Francolin showed well in one of the bushes. A walk over to the Kotu Ponds (really the areas sewage
lagoons!) revealed the first Hamerkop, some White-faced Whistling-Ducks, several familiar wader
species and a party of Piapiacs. As we walked through to the Gambian Birding Association Centre, we
identified a number of the common dove species and a Fork-tailed Drongo showed well on top of a tree.
Whilst enjoying a well-earned cold drink at the Centre, with another party of birders, a Red-necked Falcon
flew through, thankfully settling in a nearby tree long enough for all to get a good ‘scope view. As we then
moved on to the boardwalk across the mangrove creek, it was rather strange to see several Whimbrels
feeding amongst the tree roots, even perching on some of the branches. Later, one was even observed
perched up on a wire (see photo next page!). We then moved on to the Fajara golf course, where the first
of our more unusual species was found – a fine male Copper Sunbird, which showed very well in a large
bush, accompanied by a number of the particularly spectacular Beautiful Sunbirds, which, although quite
common, always brightened up the day.
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After pausing for a lunchtime “siesta” in the hottest part of the day, we were then introduced to our cheery
driver Lamin and the minibus that would be our transport for the fortnight. We drove up to the north coast at
Wadna Beach to look for the first of our special Gambian birds. Scoping out to the sand bars across a large
lagoon, it was possible to pick out some White-fronted Plovers amongst the Kentish Plovers and other
small waders. The lagoon also held Royal, Caspian, Sandwich and Lesser Crested Terns, making a
nice set of tern identification comparisons, and a Pink-backed Pelican sailed over our heads.
Returning past some more lagoons and sandy grassland near Camaloo Corner, we had a good view of
some Western Red-billed Hornbills and a close Yellow-billed Kite feeding on the ground, bringing to an
end a busy first day.
Day2 (2nd November): Brufut Woods, Tanji Beach and Tanji Forest
A short drive south from Kotu we arrived at the savannah woodland at Brufut. Immediately on stopping the
minibus we were surrounded by a huge variety of new birds, including African Pied Hornbills, Senegal
Parrots, White-crowned Robin-Chat, African Thrush and a showy Tawny-flanked Prinia.
Walking along the track we picked up a Northern Crombec and had some great views of several Little
Bee-eaters. We then met the local ‘owl-man’ who walked us in to the forest, to the tree where two
Verreaux’s Eagle-Owls were roosting. It was difficult to get any good views, but enough to see the large
size and distinctive pink eyelids. Another track took us to a roosting site for a Long-tailed Nightjar. Initially
the bird could not be seen at the usual spot, after probable earlier disturbance, but after careful scanning
the bird was picked out a few metres away in the leaf litter.
After another thirst-quenching drink while watching a Black-billed Wood-Dove, there was a walk across a
more open area, with a number of good birds showing well, including Black Scimitarbill, Red-winged
Warbler, Swallow-tailed Bee-eater and both Northern Red and Black-winged Bishops. An immature
African Harrier-Hawk circled directly overhead and a Yellow-billed Shrike was perched up below the
fronds of a palm tree. Before leaving Brufut a Fine-spotted Woodpecker showed superbly, rounding off a
productive and interesting morning.
In mid-afternoon we returned to the same general area, visiting Tanji Beach. After a walk along the beach
we could see a large gathering of gulls and terns. Amongst the Lesser Black-backed Gulls, Vaughan
managed to identify a single Kelp Gull and there was also a very smart Slender-billed Gull with the
numerous Grey-headed Gulls. Both Royal and Caspian Terns were also evident.
Across the road from Tanji Beach was another nice area of savannah woodland. It was here that we had
our only trip records of White-plumed Helmetshrike and Senegal Batis and the best views of African
Golden Oriole, Grey Woodpecker, Scarlet-chested Sunbird and Senegal Eremomela. As the sunlight
was starting to fade a small flock of at least twenty Pied-winged Swallows were flying around and settling
on some bare branches, presumably in preparation to roost, completing another memorable and productive
day.
Day3 (3rd November): Abuko Nature Reserve and Lamin Fields
Today we visited the well-known reserve at Abuko (twice), with the nearby Lamin Fields in between.
Although the birding at Abuko remained excellent, it was more difficult to get good views of the species,
which were generally more skulking and the cover was denser. Despite these difficulties, we soon
encountered our first new birds, with Brown-throated Wattle-eye, Little Greenbul, Grey-headed
Bristlebill and both African and Red-bellied Paradise-Flycatchers seen within a few minutes of each
other. A pair of Ahanta Francolins called noisily, responding to Vaughan’s playback and were then seen
well as they emerged from thick cover before flying off.
Moving a little further into the reserve, we first heard and then saw some Yellow-breasted Apalis and the
first of several Snowy-crowned Robin-Chats.
At the far point of the reserve we visited the animal orphanage, although the caged hyenas and baboons
looked far from happy. The ever present Hooded Vultures did nothing to dispel the slightly depressing
mood of the place. The return walk was quiet, as many of the birds had stopped calling and were feeding in
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the thickest cover during the hot part of the day. We were cheered, however, to see a Western Bluebill
come out from the thick scrub and a superb Giant Kingfisher also appeared from hiding to fly around the
pool nearest to the entrance.
Travelling a short distance for lunch at a café in Lamin Fields, we were entertained by close views of some
Pied Kingfishers fishing in the creek, followed by a short walk in to the mangroves to see the localised
Mouse-brown Sunbird. There was also a close view of a Yellow-fronted Tinkerbird and the local pair of
Grey Kestrels also perched nicely at the top of a large bare tree.
Returning to Abuko we managed to add a nice Green Turaco, some Orange-cheeked Waxbills and a
couple of Black-necked (or Spectacled) Weavers. Peering in to the thick undergrowth to see another
Snowy-crowned Robin-Chat, Fatou also managed to pick out a Pygmy Kingfisher.
Day4 (4th November): Tujering Woods and Tanji bird reserve
Returning to a more open savannah woodland habitat today, Tujering was a lovely herb rich grassland
area, peppered with bushes and some more mature trees. Almost straight away the new birds arrived, in
the form of a Striped Kingfisher, several Black-crowned Tchagras, a rather distant Chestnut-crowned
Sparrow-Weaver and quite a few Palearctic migrants such as Wryneck, Whitethroat, Willow Warblers
and Whinchat. We could also hear the distant ‘referee’s whistle’ call of a Brubru, but it did not respond to
playback, so we had to be content with that, for now. A pair of Lanners quickly flew through only a few
metres away, but were not to be seen again – where do they hide?
Following a rather overgrown side path, we soon added both Didric and Klaas’s Cuckoos (again a nice,
almost side-by-side, comparison) and Fatou picked out a distant Brown-backed Woodpecker – the only
one seen on the trip. Another Brubru finally came in to view, but did not come close, but at least we saw
one. Just as things were settling, there was a shout for a White-shouldered Black Tit, a species which is
far from guaranteed and then, in the same tree, the similarly uncommon Yellow Penduline Tit. Moving
through the scrubby grassland was delightful, with the scents of mint and herbs, although it was scratchy
on bare legs and arms, so progress became difficult as the path petered out altogether.
Finally emerging on to another vehicle track, we re-found the minibus and, whilst having a well-earned cold
drink, a pair of Cardinal Woodpeckers flew in to the adjacent tree.
Exploring further to see if we could find the local speciality of White-fronted Black Chat, (which another
bird guide had seen earlier), we unfortunately ‘struck out’, but had further repeat views of the cuckoos and
some more Tchagras.
Leaving Tujering for our usual extended lunch, we then returned later to the nearby Tanji bird reserve. Very
obvious were a number of Blue-cheeked Bee-eaters sallying out from the tops of bushes and also a
Vieillot’s Barbet. Walking through some grassy paths we disturbed a couple of Four-banded
Sandgrouse, which flew a short distance. Carefully stalking to the area they’d landed in, we managed to
get some good views of this normally shy species, bringing to a close another excellent and bird-packed
day.
Day5 (5th November): Pirang Forest, Pirang shrimp farm and Kotu Creek
Venturing a little further afield, we arrived at an area of more mature primary forest, close to the village of
Pirang. Meeting another ‘owl-man’ at the reception area we only had to walk a few metres to see a Whitefaced Scops Owl, peering slit-eyed at us from above. A
longer and more convoluted walk then took us to the roost
site of an African Wood-Owl, but unfortunately a rival party
had probably approached it too quickly or too noisily and it
had slipped away, just before we got there. Thankfully we
later came back to the same area and eventually had good
views of this very scarce species – this was a new
Gambian bird even for Fatou!
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A number of other good species were seen, although several could be quite elusive and difficult to see fully
in the thick leaf cover. These included a (Chattering) Yellowbill, both Green and Violet Turacos, African
Pied Hornbills, African Green Pigeon, Collared Sunbird, a Northern Puffback, and several Green
Crombecs. The Green Hylias were heard regularly, but we struggled to get any views at all.
At the far point of our walk we settled down to watch for a White-spotted Flufftail, which had occasionally
been showing out of cover. It did respond to the MP3 playback for a while, but did not show for us. It
reportedly came out very briefly for another party half an hour after we left.
As we returned towards the entrance area another very elusive bird, a Red-chested (African) Goshawk
came through and appeared to perch up a little way through the forest. With careful walking we managed
to get a ‘crippling’ view of this magnificent raptor. The visit to Pirang forest was rounded off with a good
view of a Red-bellied Paradise-Flycatcher and a Lavender Waxbill close to the entrance hut.
The same owl-man then came with us in the mini-bus to look at a potential site for Greyish Eagle-Owl. As
he disappeared into the head height grass to scout the site out, we were entertained by a group of Yellowthroated Leafloves. This site drew a blank for the owls, so we then moved on to the nearby shrimp farm
area, a very different site of salt pans, marsh and scrubby grassland.
As well as a number of wader species, there were a number of mixed weaver and finch flocks flying about,
which contained Red-billed Quelea and Yellow-crowned Bishop. Vaughan managed to pick out a female
Black-faced Quailfinch, which was almost invisible crouched down in a tussock of marsh grasses. A little
further along the track a Crested Lark showed well and the only Little Tern of the trip was seen hovering
over one of the saltpans. Distantly a Yellow-billed Stork was seen flying off towards the south, with Fatou
finally getting us on to it with her sharp eyesight and directions.
After returning to Kotu Creek, I then had a walk around the local ponds and fields again, capturing a few
quick pictures of some of the commoner birds, including three species of glossy-starling, nice views of a
Fork-tailed Drongo, a Brown Babbler, a Senegal Coucal and a couple of the lapwings.
Day6 (6th November): Palma Rima Hotel/ Casino Cycle Track/Kotu Creek
Knowing we had an early start and a long distance journey the following day, it was planned to have a local
walk from the Palma Rima Hotel back to the Kombo Beach and hopefully we would be able to pick-up
some special birds in the going.
Initially things seemed fairly quiet, although we were getting further good views of some of the commoner
birds like Piapiac and Pied Crow, although one of the new birds of the day, Village Indigobird (or Village
Idiot Bird as Vaughan nicknamed it) also showed well on some garden shrubs. Moving out on to the marsh
we started looking for Painted-Snipes, but to no avail, as the water levels were still a little too high to
reveal the muddy patches they prefer. We did, however, get some good views of a number of herons,
including Western Reef Herons, Yellow-billed (Intermediate) Egret and some umbrella-feeding Black
Egrets. There was also another good view of some Little Bee-eaters at close quarters. From here we
made our way through to the grounds of the Palm Beach Hotel and past the mouth of Kotu Creek.
Crossing over the road near Kotu Bridge, there was a good selection of migrants returned from Europe,
including (Western) Subalpine Warbler, Garden Warbler and an Isabelline (Western Olivaceous)
Warbler alongside the resident Northern Crombec. A Hamerkop was stood at close quarters on the edge
of the ricefields, followed by a smart Malachite Kingfisher and a distant view of our first Woodland
Kingfisher.
Moving back to the edge of the golf course we had good views of a pair of Northern Black Flycatchers,
although we failed to see any Black-headed Lapwings, which can usually be found on the more distant
fairways. Having seen one Woodland Kingfisher, we then saw two more in quick succession and also a
beautiful Blue-bellied Roller. We then met up with Lamin and the minibus to go and get some provisions
for going ‘up country’ and then returning to the hotel for our re-packing. Lamin then had the dubious
privilege of joining the queue for the ferry in downtown Banjul, so we could get an early start the following
day, even sleeping in the minibus!
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Day7 (7th November): Banjul to Barra and then to Georgetown via north bank
Up for an early breakfast, before getting on our transport in the dark at 6am to get to Banjul docks for the
first ferry of the day to Barra and the north bank of the Gambia River. The ferry was rather grimy, busy and
chaotic, but thankfully it was not too long a journey. We also managed to see close fly-bys of both Arctic
and Pomarine Skuas, together with some Royal and Caspian Terns.
Leaving behind the hustle and bustle of Barra, we were soon driving on nearly empty roads, surrounded by
nice areas of savannah woodland, alternating with some stops at some superb wetland areas and new
species coming thick and fast. These included plentiful Abyssinian Rollers, African Darter, Dark
Chanting-Goshawk, Lizard Buzzard, Sacred Ibis, the resident West African (Red-rumped) Swallow,
Woolly-necked Stork, a nice hovering Beaudouin’s Snake-Eagle, Spur-winged Goose and a couple of
Black-headed Lapwings. Birding at its best!
After a short drinks stop at Farafenni, surrounded by the local children and market traders, we then moved
on to explore an area where Savile’s Bustard and Coursers are often reported. With the vegetation still
being quite high, we failed to connect with these species, but did see a nice Gabar Goshawk, a couple of
Grasshopper Buzzards and had a superb view of an African Cuckoo, with Vaughan and Daphne also
seeing a Great Spotted Cuckoo.

Another surge of new species came along when we stopped at a water hole immediately next to the road.
A mixed flock of birds was coming down to drink and bathe and in amongst the commoner finches were
Black-rumped Waxbills, a Bush Petronia, at least two pairs of outlandish-tailed Exclamatory ParadiseWhydahs, several Red-billed Queleas, some Gosling’s Buntings, a female Chestnut-backed SparrowLark and I saw a superb male Cut-throat Finch, which unfortunately did not stay around long enough for
others to see it. There was also a Stone Partridge calling from across the road (it did not emerge from
thick cover) and a delicate Namaqua Dove settled close by and posed nicely.
Moving on to the Ka-ur wetland, we quickly found a couple of superb Egyptian Plovers (with 7 seen in
total between here and a second wetland further on). This site also tends to have large flocks of Collared
Pratincole, but we could only find three, although these were relatively close to the road. A smart male
Chestnut-backed Sparrow-Lark also showed well but a scan for a reported White-crowned Lapwing
proved fruitless.
Nearing the ferry to Georgetown (or Janjanbureh) we had a quick detour to look for Red-throated and
Northern Carmine Bee-eaters near Wassu, but “dipped” on both, although Mosque Swallow was added
to the day’s tally. The small ferry took us across the river to our basic but comfortable accommodation on
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the island. This was a long but action-packed day, with nearly 130 species seen or heard and many
additions to the trip list.
Day8 (8th November): Wassu, Kuntaur ricefields and Georgetown island
The first trip today was to revisit the Wassu area on the north bank, looking for bee-eaters. At the famous
stone circles site, we had excellent views of some African Green Bee-eaters, although unexpectedly there
were no Carmines showing. However, driving towards a nearby former quarry, the trees adjacent to the
track were suddenly festooned in Northern Carmine Bee-eaters, with a few Red-throated Bee-eaters
amongst them. In all over 80 were directly counted and, including those out of view, the numbers must
have been well over 100, making this one of the largest flocks ever seen in Gambia. Within a few minutes
though, most of the birds had dispersed, with only 1’s and 2’s still being seen. At the stone circles there
had also been good views of the Mosque Swallows again and some Blue-bellied Rollers (unusual so far
inland), with a Western Banded Snake-Eagle on a distant perch.

At the quarry, as the bee-eaters left, the raptors seemed to arrive with first a Tawny Eagle, then a
Wahlberg’s Eagle, a Black-shouldered Kite and a couple of Shikras. A pair of Northern AnteaterChats also kept popping up on bushes, before disappearing again in the long grass.
The next visit was a little further away, to the Kuntaur rice fields. This is a site for Black Coucal and
Winding Cisticola, both of which were seen within a few minutes of arrival, although the Coucals were a
bit distant. It was also nice to get a Beaudouin’s Snake-Eagle at close quarters, first perched and then
flying low across the fields adjacent to the track. Scanning upwards also revealed some soaring Whitebacked Vultures and an African Fish-Eagle, although many distant ”dots” could not be identified with any
certainty.
Returning back towards Georgetown, we found the reason for the presence of large vultures, with two dead
cows by the side of the road. A number of birds were on the carcasses, with several others on adjacent
bushes or spiralling above and it was possible to see new birds coming in from every direction. The stench
was quite awful, so discouraged short distance viewing. At least one Rüppell’s Vulture was spotted
amongst the more numerous White-backed and Hooded Vultures. Later, whilst waiting for the ferry back
to Georgetown, a Marabou Stork flew past.
After another early afternoon ‘siesta’ we took a short trip across the bridge over the southern arm of the
Gambia River from Georgetown on to the south bank road. Here we saw a small flock of the colourful
Bruce’s Green Pigeons. Next we went back on to the island and walked towards the eastern end, seeing
our first and only Pearl-spotted Owlets of the trip, a couple of flying Four-banded Sandgrouse and, as
dusk was falling, heard an African Scops-Owl.
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After the meal at the hotel, we could hear another close-by African Scops-Owl calling and managed to
track it down to the trees in the adjacent school yard, getting good views with the help of Vaughan’s strong
torch. Another very satisfying day.
Day9 (9th November): Upstream Gambia River and Georgetown to Tendaba via south bank
A short walking distance from the lodge we found the departure point for our river cruise. Hearts sank when
the “captain” had decided to use our booked small boat to ferry some of the locals across and then got
stuck when the outboard motor failed! Having transferred everyone across to a working boat, he then came
to fetch us, although the motor was far from running smoothly. Finally, and with some trepidation, we set off
up river. Several times the motor stopped and had to be coaxed back in to life, as we drifted slowly in the
weak current. Even when working, the craft was noisy and fumy, with several slowly growing wet patches
on the well-patched base!
Moving alternately between the two banks we managed to get a view of some Yellow-throated Leafloves,
our only Oriole Warbler of the trip, a close Striated Heron and several Kingfishers, including Greyheaded and Malachite. A large raptor was seen on a riverside tree, which turned out to be the only
African Fish-Eagle that we saw properly on the trip.
The boat was then traversed across to the east end of the island and then the south bank. We paused at a
landing stage for the fairly new Kunkilling reserve, hoping for a view of the rare Adamawa Turtle-Dove
(unfortunately not!), whilst a number of hirundines fed actively above the trees.
Returning back towards Georgetown and moving back to the north bank, I suddenly saw two African
Finfoots (a pair?) perched on a large horizontal branch close over the water. Because the boat was
travelling too close to the bank, the Finfoots were spooked, quickly dropped into the water and virtually
disappeared. Despite waiting for a good 20 minutes (as Daphne had missed the brief view), these shy and
elusive birds unfortunately did not re-emerge. Further down we managed to see a Swamp Flycatcher, a
Violet Turaco and both adult and immature Palm-nut Vultures were seen flying over. A single Redthroated Bee-eater and a couple of Broad-billed Rollers showed well shortly before returning to
Georgetown. We were thankful, however, to get out of the rather smelly boat and back on Lamin’s minibus.
Leaving Georgetown on the south bank road, it wasn’t long before we were turning off to see a colony of
Marabou Storks at the top of a tree in a small village. Like vultures, these are interesting and striking birds,
but could hardly be called attractive.
Following a rather fruitless trip to Jakhaly rice fields (in terms of unusual or new birds, at least) we pressed
on towards Tendaba, although a short stop at a nice lily-covered pond did reveal a family of African
Pygmy-Geese, with both adults and at least 4 goslings showing well amongst the large lily leaves. Shortly
after, Fatou’s sharp eyes spotted a gathering of Yellow-billed Oxpeckers, all ganging up on the one calf
(or perhaps they were helping relieve the poor animal of its ticks?).
Approaching Tendaba, we then went along the track to Batelling village for the first of several visits, with
the enticing prospect of the local children wanting to show us some Ground Hornbills, which had been
seen earlier in the day. Although these are large birds, they can quickly disappear when the grasses and
crops are high (as they were), so we never did see any. We did see a Flappet Lark, however, and I picked
up a flying male Black-bellied Bustard, although Daphne could not get on to it (it just wasn’t her day!). We
then settled in to the camp at Tendaba, nicely situated on the banks of the river.
Day10 (10th November): Batelling track and boat trip from Tendaba to mangrove creeks
After breakfast there was a fine adult Shikra within the camp, together with several Long-tailed GlossyStarlings. Returning to the Batelling track we immediately had some excellent close views of some more
Yellow-billed Oxpeckers feeding on the cattle’s backs. Checking the bushes and trees for small birds, we
managed to pick out some Senegal Eremomelas, a Bush Petronia, both Didric and Klaas’s Cuckoos
and a small flock of Pygmy Sunbirds, although all moved quickly through. There was also a nice view of a
Hoopoe and a Striped Kingfisher. A little further on an unusual call was eventually traced to a pair of
Brown-rumped Buntings, which ended up showing very well and posed nicely for photographs.
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A small drinks stand was a useful refreshment stop for us, which was further enhanced because the
adjacent tree was obviously fruiting and was covered in both Bearded and Vieillot’s Barbets, a tail-less
male Pygmy Sunbird and all five commoner species of Glossy-Starling (including Lesser Blue-eared,
Purple and Bronze-tailed).

We then returned to the camp at Tendaba for an afternoon river cruise around the mangrove creeks on the
opposite (north) shore, in a long wooden motor boat. This was a far more sedate cruise than the day before
and we again saw some excellent new species. Approaching the mouth of the creek into the main river a
Goliath Heron was suddenly seen to fly out and then land in full view on the edge of the river – an
excellent start, with one of the best views of this species of any of Vaughan’s tours. Moving in to the
complex of creeks we also had brilliant views of Blue-breasted, Woodland and Grey-headed
Kingfishers, African Darters, several heron species, Woolly-necked Storks and a Swallow-tailed Beeeater. Some small birds flitting around the mangrove roots turned out to be Mouse-brown Sunbird, a local
speciality.
Moving to a quiet creek the boat was stopped to check out the surrounding trees for White-backed NightHerons. Scanning carefully we all eventually had good views of this elusive large-eyed heron, although
they were less showy than they can be. Rounding another corner a large colony of White-breasted
Cormorants could be seen, perched on nearly all the larger branches of the mangrove trees. Before
exiting the mangroves, we had a distant view of only our second White-throated Bee-eater of the trip and
tried to look for either African Blue Flycatcher or the rare Little Green Woodpecker, but without success.
We did see another Goliath Heron, repeatedly catching up with it again as it flew down the creek
whenever the boat neared.
After our evening meal, we then tried a night time drive, again down the Batelling track, to look for
nocturnal birds. We had brief views of Long-tailed Nightjar and Greyish Eagle-Owl flying off the track
and managed to get longer sightings of a female Standard-winged Nightjar and a Spotted Thick-knee,
which were both “caught” in the minibus’s headlights and Vaughan’s strong torch.
Day11 (11th November): Tendaba Hill, Batelling Track, Faraba-banta bushtrack, Kotu
Shortly after breakfast we walked up the hill behind the camp, through the school yard and towards some
drinking pots suspended in a tree. Waiting and watching here paid off, with further new birds in the shape
of a pair of Red-shouldered Cuckooshrikes, and a yellow-throated juvenile Greater Honeyguide, with
repeat viewings of Yellow Penduline-Tit, Village Indigobird and Black-rumped Waxbill. We could also
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hear some distant Stone Partridges (never did see any!) and a surprising but very familiar view of a
wintering Common Kestrel.
Leaving Tendaba to return to the coast, we saw a raptor I’d particularly wanted to see – a Bateleur, which
sailed over the road shortly after leaving the village. Our first main stop was the Batelling track (where
else?) to have one last try for the Ground-Hornbills. A young lad confidently walked us out to the last
sighting location, but again this proved fruitless, I guess there was too much cover this early in the dry
season. Never mind always leaves a reason to return!
Despite the lack of Ground-Hornbills, the walk was still very enjoyable, with a series of excellent raptor
sightings. First up was an African Harrier-Hawk, followed by a Wahlberg’s Eagle and then a massive
immature Martial Eagle, which sailed over majestically. Not finished yet, this was followed by a Tawny
Eagle and then another colourful adult female Bateleur close overhead. Vultures were also evident with
several White-backed and at least one Rüppell’s Vulture.

The journey back to the coast had excellent sightings of a Dark Chanting-Goshawk, a Pallid Harrier,
another two Bateleurs, another Martial Eagle (this time an adult), a family of African Harrier-Hawks and
a close view of a Lizard Buzzard perched on a wire and showing its diagnostic black throat-stripe. Fatou,
with her very quick reactions, also managed to spot a Levaillant’s Cuckoo in a roadside palm as we
motored past, another new one for the trip.
Meeting up again with our ‘owl-man’ from Pirang, he escorted us down the Faraba Banta bush track (which
goes south from the village of the same name), to see a roosting Greyish Eagle-Owl. This stake-out
worked out well, with all of us getting good scope views of this large owl. On the return down the track,
there was more excitement when a Helmeted Guineafowl showed quickly in front of the minibus and,
shortly after, a Four-banded Sandgrouse gave close and more sustained views as it slowly walked across
the track (see photo at end of report).
After this we headed straight back to the Kombo Beach and settled back in to air-conditioned luxury,
although I had thoroughly enjoyed seeing the rural up-country Gambia, its birds and very welcoming people.
Day12 (12th November): Tujering Woods and the Senegambia Hotel
Recognising the good range of unusual species seen at Tujering the week before and the fact that we had
missed one of the specialities (White-fronted Black Chat), we decided to revisit. In the intervening week it
was pleasing to see the work underway to create some better paths through the scrub and long grass, all
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with hard manual effort. However, the site was considerably quieter for birds than before, with no repeat
viewings of most of the specialities. Perhaps the path clearance had temporarily disturbed some birds?
The first notable species today was Willow Warbler, with a large increase in numbers. We also saw
another Levaillant’s Cuckoo close to where the minibus was parked. Probably the same pair of Lanners
could also be seen, but this time more distantly on the top of a tree. Moving off down the track we had good
views of a pair of Green Woodhoopoes and then a perched Fanti Sawwing, finally allowing some better
photographs to be taken. Checking a tree further along the path, Daphne spotted the main prize for the day
– the elusive White-fronted Black Chat, which we managed to approach quite closely and obtain good
views. In the same area was a Wryneck, but there were no repeat sightings of any other woodpeckers,
which had been prominent the week before.
Moving off down another larger track there were close sightings of two of the larger African warblers in the
same bush – Tawny-flanked Prinia and Red-winged Warbler, and both Singing and Whistling
Cisticolas could be frequently heard, once the calls and song had become familiar. The distinctive subsong of a Nightingale could also be heard, deep in some thick scrub and up to three birds responded well
to the song playback, coming out into a nearby tree.
A magnificently colourful Abyssinian Roller (unusual so close to the coast) allowed a very close approach
and shortly after we had the best view of the trip of a Rufous-crowned Roller. Elsewhere we saw some
Blue-bellied and Broad-billed Rollers, making this the only 4-roller day of the trip!
The afternoon venue was the extensive garden of the Senegambia Hotel. Historically this has been a very
good area for sightings of Oriole Warbler and other uncommon birds, but it was immediately clear that the
gardens were now “tidied”, removing many areas of the best scrub. Still, we did obtain some good views
and photographs of several White-crowned Robin-Chats, a pair of Yellow-crowned Gonoleks and a
showy Woodland Kingfisher. Behind one of the accommodation blocks we also saw a close Yellowbilled Shrike and a pair of Northern Black Flycatchers, followed by better views of Black-necked
(Spectacled) Weavers.
It was also an opportunity to obtain some better photos of some common birds like Red-billed Firefinch,
Speckled Pigeon and Red-eyed Dove, all of which were more used to passing people than in many other
habitats.
Day13 (13th November): Darsilami and Marakissa River Camp
As this was our last full day, we thought we would try somewhere different and also hopefully to finally
connect with a ‘usually-easy-to-see’ Long-crested Eagle, so wanted to try the Marakissa area, where the
eagles have been regularly seen on previous tours.
We therefore travelled south, almost to the Senegalese border and then took a right down a track in
Darsilami, heading towards Sifoe. The bridge was apparently washed away some years ago, so the track
ended up at a broad and sinuous river floodplain. Almost straight away I spotted a couple of Marsh
Sandpipers, mixed in with their close congeners, some Greenshanks. There was also a distant Palm-nut
Vulture on the sand banks and more were seen flying around the clumps of trees, chased by some Pied
Crows. We could also see both Caspian and Gull-billed Terns, a flying Night Heron, Long-tailed
Cormorant and a couple of distant, but very obvious, Giant Kingfishers.
Continuously scanning for any raptors there was a Beaudouin’s Snake-Eagle, a Wahlberg’s Eagle,
some African Harrier-Hawks and a Lizard Buzzard, but again no Long-crested Eagle. In the nearest
trees, we also came across a couple of Fine-spotted Woodpeckers, but they resisted a close enough
approach for photos.
Walking back down the track we could see several Northern Red Bishops, the males still resplendent in
their bishop’s cloaks and also some Orange-cheeked Waxbills, before getting picked up by Lamin in the
minibus.
We then moved back towards Marakissa and walked past a small quarry and then alongside some fenced
fields. Although we saw some Blue-spotted Wood Doves and a flyover African Green Pigeon, things
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were generally quieter (for birdlife) than expected, not helped by the area being quite heavily worked by the
local villagers.
For our lunch (and then most of the afternoon) we moved to the idyllic Marakissa River Camp. From here
we could see a loafing Nile Crocodile pulled up on to the shallow bank and a range of waterbirds such as
African Darter, Wattled Lapwing and Senegal Thick-knee. After an excellent omelette and chips meal,
we settled in to the garden chairs on the veranda waiting to see the visitors to a selection of drinking pots.
Amongst the commoner species, like Village Weavers, there were excellent views of a Violet Turaco,
Blackcap Babblers, several White-crowned Robin-Chats, some Yellow-throated Leafloves and the
main prize for the day, an uncommon Spotted Honeyguide.

A short walk downstream (passing the crocodile) there was another camp with two African Scops-Owls,
showing very well, although you had to stand in just one spot to get any view. As Daphne had missed the
bird at Georgetown this allowed her to ‘get one back’ on the trip list.
There was also an opportunity to see the local race of Barn Owl, which was nesting/roosting underneath
the eaves of the house. The only problem was to see it meant standing on a parapet and leaning over a
drop whilst peering through a narrow gap under the eaves – just manageable, but needing a bit of nerve
and flexibility. There was also a very tame Senegal Parrot, which was completely free flying, but would
often hang around the tables being fed and pampered by the owner.
Day14 (14th November): Kotu Creek and then return flight to UK
This was our final day in the Gambia, with no particular tour planned for the day, as we were scheduled to
be at the airport for around 2pm. I opted to have one last wander around Kotu Creek, hoping to perhaps
see a Greater Painted-Snipe with one of the other local guides, but all to no avail. It was also chance to
have some last views of the other Gambian wildlife and take some final photos. The best bird was a Didric
Cuckoo, quietly sat under some acacia branches.
Overall View – This was an excellent birding holiday, in an interesting country of friendly people and still
possessing extensive areas of good savannah, excellent wetlands and a nice range of dry forests. We saw
just under 300 species in the fortnight, with a good number of uncommon or rarely seen birds, such as
African Cuckoo, Red-chested Goshawk, African Wood-Owl, Spotted Honeyguide, Flappet Lark,
Winding Cisticola and Brown-rumped Bunting. On the other hand we missed some birds which have
been seen on most previous tours, despite visiting all the right places (e.g. Long-crested Eagle, African
Spoonbill, Lesser Honeyguide, Yellow White-eye etc.). That’s birding though.
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Best species of the fortnight? – could be quite a few, especially as I personally saw over 200 new for my
‘life list’. I guess it has to be the kaleidoscope of colour shown by the large numbers of Northern Carmine
and Red-throated Bee-eaters at Wassu.
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